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Credit card services, both banks and non-banks, aim to facilitate their customers
in form of buying of goods and services and cash advance. There are 3 groups of
credit cards:
1. Bank Card refers to credit card owned solely by local bank or local credit card
company. Joint credit card with local entity is also included in this group
2. Affinity Card refers to credit card which local bank or local credit card company
is authorized by a foreign credit card company to act as a joint issuer.
3. Other corporation or Foreign Credit Card refers to credit card other than the 2
groups above that bank or Credit Card Company agree to buy their sales slip and
act as an authorized collector.
Data is compiled from Credit Card Summary and Card Usage Summary data set
on a monthly basis and is disseminated by these classifications:
 ‘Total Number of Accounts’ refers to the total number of credit cards which
the credit card companies issued to customers as at end of the reference
month
 ‘Credit Outstanding’ refers to the outstanding balance as a result of
purchases, accrued interest, fees, and cash advances as at end of the
reference month
 ‘Amounts overdue for 3 months’ refers to the principal and/or interest
amount which are past due for at least 3 months
 ‘Local Purchase Volume on Domestically-issued Cards’ refers to the total
amount of domestic purchases of goods and services with the use of
domestically-issued credit cards
 ‘Local Purchase Volume on Foreign-issued Cards’ refers to total amount of
domestic purchases of goods and services with the use of foreign-issued
credit cards
 ‘Overseas Purchase Volume on Domestically-issued Cards’ refers to the
total amount of overseas purchases of goods and services with the use of
domestically-issued credit cards
 ‘Cash Advances’ refers to the total amount of cash which the cardholders
withdraw from the given credit line

Source of data

1. Commercial Banks registered in Thailand
2. Foreign Bank Branches
3. Non-bank credit card companies

Accessibility

BOT’s website
(https://www.bot.or.th/App/BTWS_STAT/statistics/BOTWEBSTAT.aspx?reportID=757&language=eng)

Revision policy

Revision is made when updated data become available.
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